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The decision to take a nap on a strangers boat seemed harmless to Gracie
Gainsborough until she wakes up to find herself in the middle of the Gulf of St.
Lawrence with an Irish rum-runner who has a dangerous connection to her family.
Ruairi O'Neill deserted the British Army in 1916 to fight for Irish freedom. In seven
years of risking his life for the cause he has only made one mistake. Now, half a
world away, that mistake will haunt him; forcing him to choose between the one he
is sworn to protect and the one he can't help but love. Set against the backdrop of
prohibition, A Black Rose for The Angels' Share is a story of devotion and betrayal
and the ultimate sacrifice.

Uncommon Bond
The searing attraction between Sheikh Xavier Al Agir and Mariella Sutton was
instant and all consuming.When a storm left Mariella stranded at Xavier's desert
home, passion soon took over…. It was a night she would never forget! But having
always yearned for a child of her own, Mariella planned just one more night with
the sheikh—to conceive his baby….

One Night with the Sheikh
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The Sketch
Anna Bella is a sequel to Naughty Nata written and published. It’s been ten years
since the kidnapping of four women who started out so innocently investigating a
group of golfers in the Golf Capital of the World, Myrtle Beach, South Carolina to
find out why they were so fascinated with strippers. This devastating and
dangerous event changed their lives forever. The Russian underground has
constantly solicited us with propaganda concerning families of those of us who
have become sex slaves to the Russian Federation Militia. They used Cybercrime to
detect the whereabouts of our loved ones and follow them throughout their
everyday lives. Caught in the middle of the Civil War between the Ukrainians and
Pro-Russian Forces, these women fight their way out of the Underground. Their
treacherous and not to mention tortuous journey through the Carpathian
Mountains, is led by their dear friend Tina and her helicopter pilot. Retaliation sets
in as these women take part in the fighting for their freedom and to save
themselves from these savages.

One Night of Regrets
There comes a time in each mans life when he will stand before another, and give
an accounting. It is a moment of inventory, reconciliation and reflection, an
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opportunity to acknowledge, and perhaps a time to ask for forgiveness. That time
has come for Monroe. His hard life stares back at him in an unflinching mirror of
pain, despair, success, failure, and fl ashes of unbridled joy. He confesses with
candid detail a journey of confusion, fear, and unanticipated courage. from the
counter-culture commune of California to the war-torn peril and horror of third
world conflict, Monroe strives to recall the passages of a lost soul, a warrior, a
lover, a devoted father, and a loyal friend. He is a young man frightened by love,
and challenged with heartbreak and loneliness on his cross-country quest to
discover himself. He is a grown man torn by the moral dilemmas presented
between impulse and action, between fierceness and gentle peace. He is the
intuitive combatant struggling to balance patriotism and duty, arrogance and
humility. Overwhelmed with a sense of liberation, he presents himself to the deity
he thinks he knows, to receive the judgment he fears to accept.

The Odyssey of Homer
The Book of the Thousand Nights and One Night
Mrs. LaQuita Horace-Carter is an inspirational and influential orator who travels
teaching and inspiring men and women to rediscover their original purpose and
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call to greatness. Mrs. Horace-Carter is a licensed clinician who combines
contextual evidence and experience to enlighten her audiences on realigning with
their destiny. She is committed to empowering persons of all ages to go beyond
environmental barriers to live life to their greatest potential. Mrs. Horace-Carter
inspires her audiences to create the world they desire to live in by pursuing a daily
authentic existence.

Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England
Replete with the powerful words of experienced caregivers, Dementia Caregivers
Share Their Stories is an essential guidebook for anyone who must attend to the
needs of a loved one suffering from Alzheimer's disease or another form of
dementia. In these pages, members of caregivers' support groups - representing
twenty-six families and a variety of professions and income levels - speak candidly
about the challenges they have faced at every step in the caregiving process, from
recognizing early symptoms of dementia to dealing with its advanced stages.
Highlighting the ingenuity and resourcefulness of caregivers, the book brims with
inspirational stories, practical advice, and creative approaches to problem-solving.
Among the issues addressed are: Becoming a caregiver, whether for a spouse or
parent Dealing with the personality changes caused by dementia, from anxiety and
paranoia to hallucinations and impulsive behavior Keeping dementia sufferers
meaningfully involved in life Handling the emotions and stresses of caregiving
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Seeking help through support groups and other sources, including medical
professionals, clergy, and other family members The authors, who have both been
caregivers themselves, augment their interviewees' stories with connective
commentary and their own personal stories. A useful resource section is included
to refer readers to associations and help-lines.

Spring Fling
Just One Night
Rose Allison Flynnmgrew out of her troubled childhood, went to college, became a
teacher, married a lawyer, raised two children and didn't ask any questions. For
thirty-seven years. Facebook led her to Jake, the n ow long-married boyfriend she
left in 1969 and the internet fields their emotional reunion. Rose wants more from
life and Jake feeds her passion online, but makes no promises.

Oriental Tales: The book of the thousand nights and one night
Passing the Baton of Light
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The Strand
A Black Rose for the Angels' Share
This sexy anthology includes five stories written by some of the biggest names in
erotic romance. Please enjoy, but sensitive readers beware, the contents may be
so hot you get singed! SHARE ME by Olivia Cunning, NYT & USA Today Best-Selling
Author Lindsey longs for an amazing Christmas Eve with her favorite band, Sole
Regret, and spends one snowy night with two generous rock stars who love to
share their gifts. JINGLE BALL by Cari Quinn, USA Today Best-Selling Author This
Christmas, rocking the office holiday party has taken on a whole new meaning
LIGHT ME UP by Cherrie Lynn, NYT & USA Today Best-Selling Author She's
dreaming of a little sparkle in her stocking this year. He's planning a night that's
anything but silent AN INDECENT PROPOSITION by Stephanie Julian Two men. One
Woman. Half a million dollars. One very indecent proposition. CHRISTMAS IS
COMING by Raven Morris The best gifts are all tied up with a bow

Durata Del Dramma
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Anna Bella
"Sleep is one of the most important but least understood aspects of our life,
wellness, and longevity An explosion of scientific discoveries in the last twenty
years has shed new light on this fundamental aspect of our lives. Now
neuroscientist and sleep expert Matthew Walker gives us a new understanding of
the vital importance of sleep and dreaming"--Amazon.com.

The Elder Shall Serve the Younger
Two starcrossed magicians engage in a deadly game of cunning in The Night
Circus, the spellbinding New York Times best seller that has captured the world's
imagination. The circus arrives without warning. No announcements precede it. It
is simply there, when yesterday it was not. Within the black-and-white striped
canvas tents is an utterly unique experience full of breathtaking amazements. It is
called Le Cirque des Rêves, and it is only open at night. But behind the scenes, a
fierce competition is underway: a duel between two young magicians, Celia and
Marco, who have been trained since childhood expressly for this purpose by their
mercurial instructors. Unbeknownst to them both, this is a game in which only one
can be left standing. Despite the high stakes, Celia and Marco soon tumble
headfirst into love, setting off a domino effect of dangerous consequences, and
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leaving the lives of everyone, from the performers to the patrons, hanging in the
balance. Look for Erin Morgenstern's new novel, The Starless Sea, available now.

Show Me How to Share Christ in the Workplace
Becca, now in her thirties, is desperate to find comfort and sleep as she moves to a
small town once again. There she hopes to find what has been missing from her
life since she left her small home town and moved to the city. Having years without
peace and the ability to sleep, her days are filled with emptiness and loneliness.
Drained from the struggle of life, and the decision to leave her family and friends
years ago, she embarks down a road of memories and voices from her past. In a
single night she must re-live all the painful memories and mistakes she has made.
Alone, in the dark, in her own bedroom, she is faced with answering the question
she has avoided all her life. In the end, after a night that seems as if it will never
end, somehow what she had overlooked all along becomes so real that she finds
herself yielding to what she knows is the only thing that can bring her peace - and
finding grace that brings her restoration she never dreamed possible.

Angels in Disguise
Passing the Baton of Light is the unique and unusual story of one woman who went
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from wearing the robes of a stripper to those of a respected member of the clergy.
This is a book about God’s light and the lure of Hollywood’s spotlight. Beverly
Powers’ past reads like fiction, but her credentials speak for themselves. From
three Elvis Presley movies, to dozens of Red Skelton Shows, to portraying herself in
Breakfast at Tiffany’s with Audrey Hepburn, Beverly’s life is a world of dichotomies.
Passing the Baton of Light is a story of a family tree filled with rotten fruit, thorns
and weeds: the abuse; betrayals; choices… and the consequences. This book is
filled with tell-all accounts of how one woman fought to bring light to herself and
the darkened world she was born into. This is a true story of miracles; of love
between two teenagers who grow old together; a mother who struggles to save her
prodigal son; and a praying grandmother who refused to let Satan have his way
with her family; and the Heavenly Father who loved them all. Explore and learn
with Beverly as she stumbles into her future not knowing where she is headed.
Beverly’s life brings dignity to the meaning of God’s grace.

Metropolitan Magazine
For the five rock gods of Sole Regret, finding love is easy, keeping it is hard. This
anthology contains the first three novellas in the One Night with Sole Regret serial
series. In Try Me, Sole Regret's crafty drummer, Gabe "Force" Banner, seduces a
straight-laced accountant before she realizes she's talking to a rock star. In Tempt
Me, Sole Regret's troubled lead guitarist, Adam Taylor, might finally be ready to
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commit to the woman who saved him from a life of despair and abuse. In Take Me,
Sole Regret's enigmatic vocalist, Jacob "Shade" Silverton, tries to keep his cool
around one off-limits woman from his past, but she just might be too hot to resist.

Dementia Caregivers Share Their Stories
Four rules: No names. No pictures. No hesitations. Must be willing to be shared.
Welcome to the Triple Crown Club - the filthy, dark, secret playground of the royal
elite. A place out of whispered rumor, where the powerful and royal come to
indulge in the ultimate fantasy: a place where three princes share one lucky girl. If
she dares. Totally wrong, utterly forbidden, and the scandal of the century if
discovered. But with three filthy mouths, six powerful hands, and three big, huge,
gorgeousum, crowns? Well, how's a girl supposed say anything but "yes sirs"?
Cinderella never had this problem. Too bad for her. This complete collection of
includes Royally Shared, Royally Claimed, and Royally Tempted. Also included is
Royally His, a never-released new story exclusively available in this collection!
Three times the completely obsessed alpha hero, three times the over-the-top
fantasy, and three times the kindle-melting insta-love. Hot, sugary-sweet, wildly
unrealistic, and alpha to the max. This mfmm romance is all about her - no m/m.
Safe, no cheating, and a HEA guaranteed.
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The University Magazine
A Portrait of the First Born as a Child
Have you ever told yourself that you're done being nice to people? Have you ever
felt that you didn't want to deal with drama in your life anymore? Are you a person
who claims to hate drama, but seems to find yourself in it at every turn? Then you
are not alone. Olivia felt that way, too. How is it, that drama became the catchphrase of the moment-and how is it that everyone seems to know what it means?
When it comes to drama, Olivia knows it. One bad mood and a car crash later,
Olivia finds herself having to re-live the drama of life all over, in a very
unconventional (yet trendy) kind of way. Join her as she relives the tales of love
and lust, money and sex, and ponders the meaning of life through the sympathetic
ear of a total stranger. Powerful, personal and controversial, Olivia "tells it like it is"
as she relays her experiences that many people can identify with, but would never
admit to. You may laugh, you may cry, you may strongly disagree-but you won't
feel alone anymore, and we all need that from time to time.

One Night with Morelli
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Whether they know it or not, every Christian is in full-time ministry at home, at
school, at recreation, and at work. Colossians 4:5-6 says "Walk in wisdom toward
those who are outside, redeeming the time, Let your speech always be with grace,
seasoned with salt, that you may know how you ought to answer each one" (NKJV).
Continuing his popular Show Me How series, expert evangelist R. Larry Moyer has
written a practical guide for sharing Christ in the workplace. Step by step, Moyer
shows what it really means to pray, live, and speak as God directs. He then
outlines how to apply each at work and shows how to take advantage of public
speaking opportunities that Christians may not even know are available to them.
Whether they are turning workplace conversations to spiritual matters, answering
questions of unbelieving co-workers, or just performing their jobs as a
representative of Christ, readers will be encouraged and equipped to present the
gospel with clarity and simplicity. Written to encourage those in the workplace to
see their jobs as their calling, How to Share Christ in the Workplace offers practical
help and inspiration to influence non-Christians for Christ.

Diamond in the Night
Boy and girl alike will enjoy his quest to enjoy all the girls he ever met and some
women too. He was very popular for all the right reasons, he found buried treasure,
worked for all he got and he got a lot. The dream sequence covers a large portion
of the book but thrilling in all its tale of what could have been. All can identify as he
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grows to manhood and his friends do also with all the disappointments .and joy
that’s a part of growing up with friends and family. I’m sure some of this happened
to us all. So lay back and relive youth during a happier time in the not too distant
past..

Ali Baba: or a Night with the 40 Thieves. A piece of oriental
extravaganze [in two acts and in verse].
While still in his 20s, the author discovered the Chocolate Hills in Intramuros, the
antique and hispanic walled-in city in Manila, Philippines, where heady events have
been taking place for many years. He would find solace and tacit support from
many others who also went there. The Walls, as this place is collectively
designated, has mutely witnessed the course of historical events since their
erection that started over 4 centuries ago, which include the destruction of large
sections of the walled-in city by American and Japanese forces at the close of
World War II, and those numerous deaths of unnamed civilians. And the author
would be drawn to and witnessed being with many men similar to him who would
take action on customarily unacceptable desires in their hearts, the passionate
ideas on intimacy in their minds, and what their bodies are capable of doing in the
very open area in and around the Walls.
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The Night Circus
Book Summary In this book, The Definition of Tamara: The Resilient Palm Tree,
author Tamara Smith shares optimism and hopefulness that will inspire readers to
confidently face each daily challenge that life brings into being. While this may be
viewed as an eccentric outlook on encountering lifes obstacles its much needed in
the somewhat pessimistic world we live in today. Utilizing personal stories and
factual information, Tamara discusses sensitive issues of sexual abuse, domestic
violence, and physical illnesses and demonstrates how the use of religion and
support systems during periods of stress in ones life is the pathway to resiliency.

The Peterson Magazine
Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England
Harper's Round Table
Warning: one night will never be enough… Draco Morelli: ruthless businessman,
adoring father and wary ex-husband. This gorgeous Italian only ever signs up for
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temporary flings with glamorous women who know the rules of the game. Until he
is blindsided by the one woman in all of London not interested in a relationship
with him…. Eve Curtis: dedicated workaholic, loyal friend and self-professed
singleton. Determined to remain independent, Eve has been happy keeping men at
a safe distance. Until now. Because when Draco sweeps her off her feet and into
his bedroom, he opens her eyes to a whole new world of sin and seduction!

Getting Acquainted
The gift was in their blood Piper Wild, a guitar slinging Northwest legend, is back
with her new band, The Wild. Along with her younger brother Buck, a velvet voiced
front-man, their dreams echo the legacy of father Everett, who once penned a
single hit sensation. But when Piper and drummer boyfriend Skyler make a quick
trip east of the mountains, the unthinkable happens. Everett does what he can, he
drinks. Buck begins a search that will lead him past music, fame, and fear, all the
way back home to the man he will become, to the truth.

Tempt Me
9 Months Later What a difference a nights makes Zachary Sloan was no ordinary
architect. His innovative designs had earned him the reputation of rebel. The
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media always had a field day wondering whether Sloan's projects pushed
boundaries too far. Annie Montgomery had married Zach straight out of college. At
first his drive to succeed had thrilled her. But although he'd been an exciting and
passionate lover, he'd been a less-than-perfect husband, and he'd wanted no part
of fatherhood. Then—six years after the divorce—came a disaster that threatened
to destroy Zach's world. Suddenly, only Annie could help him through the night.
Now Zach wants Annie back…for a very compelling reason. She's going to have his
baby.

Cobbett's Parliamentary History of England
For almost a year, Madison has been Adam's hook-up every time his band, Sole
Regret, tours through Dallas. But in spite of the way he sets her body ablaze with
passion, the occasional night of rock-her-world sex isn't enough anymore. She has
no problem getting guys into her bed, but can she tempt a rock god to take a
chance on love?

Why We Sleep
Try Me, Tempt Me, Take Me
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Prayer for the Wild
The Strand Magazine
Falling into Place
This is a story of a quest, a quest we all seek, a quest for spiritual wholeness. It is
also a story of friendship, a friendship of three different soulsan old dapper
Englishman named Lance, a young Midwesterner named Ben, and an even
younger Easterner named Robthree kind souls representing a classic California mix
of breeds and backgrounds. Everyone has a story to tell, and they have theirs. To
belittle one while enhancing another only coaxes irony to dictate surprise with
truth stranger than fi ction.And then there's a cat named Varmit and a Chihuahua
named Fifi to put it all in perspective.

A Very Naughty Xmas
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The Definition of Tamara
Four tales of hot New Adult romance in New Orleans … Party Spring Break–style
with four bestselling romance authors, including Julia Kent and Sara Fawkes, as
they dish out sexy tales of romance in the Big Easy! Share Me by Julia Kent Emma
Barton has just been dumped—for being boring. Now she's letting loose and
reclaiming her inner bad girl with not one, but two sexy strangers! Double the
pleasure means double the fun, right? Shake Me by Sara Fawkes Determined to
forget her cheating boyfriend, Cassidy Dupre agrees to a night out with playboy
Travis Dean. But when she finds herself wanting more than she bargained for, this
evening could spell desire … or disaster! Show Me by Cathryn Fox Eva Parker
wants a lesson in seduction … from her brother's best friend. When teaching
becomes tension, will they be able to keep it professional? Or will friends forever
become something much hotter? Shock Me by Lauren Hawkeye Callie Gilmore is
determined to break out of the friend zone with Ryder Hawkins. Donning a mask
and making her move seems easy, but when fate throws a curveball, Callie must
choose: turn and run … or embrace the night.
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